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Abstract

In terms of grill G, two operators ΦδG and ΨδG have been introduced
and discussed in the space (X, τ δ, G). Furthermore, a new topology τ δ

G
which is finer than τG and τ δ has been introduced.
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1 Introduction

Choquet [2] has initiated the brilliant notion of a grill which subsequently
turned out to be a very convenient tool for various topological investigations.
It is also seen from the literature that in many situations, grills are more
effective than certain similar concepts like nets and filters.

In [1, 5] δ-set has been introduced and discussed their properties in topo-
logical space in details.

Here we will introduce a space by replacing τ by τ δ of (X, τ , G). In this
space we will introduce two operators ΦδG and ΨδG. We will discuss various
properties of these operators in detail, and ultimate.

2 Preliminaries

Throughout this paper, by a space X we always mean a topological space
(X, τ) with no separation properties assumed. If A⊆X, we will adopt the usual
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notations Int(A) and Cl(A) respectively for the interior and closure of A in
(X,τ). The power set of X will be denoted by P(X). According to [2, 6], a grill
G on a topological space X is a non-null collection of nonempty subsets of X
satisfying two conditions:

(i) A∈G and A⊆B⊆X =⇒ B∈G.

(ii) A, B⊆X and A∪B∈G=⇒ A∈G or B∈G.

Lemma 2.1 Arbitrary union of grills on a set X �=∅ is a grill on X, but the
intersection of two grills is not generally a grill [6].

Definition 2.2 Let X �=φ, the principal grill generated by a non-empty sub-
set A of X is defined as the following [A]={B⊆X: A∩B �=φ} [3].

If (X, τ) is a topological space with a grill G on X. Then, we call it a grill
topological space and denotes it by (X, τ , G) [4].

Definition 2.3 Let (X, τ , G) be a grill topological space. An operator
ΦG :P(X) −→ P(X) is defined by ΦG(A)={x∈X: U∩A∈G ∀open nbd.U of x} for
each A∈P(X). It was also shown in the paper that the map ΨG: P(X)−→P(X),
given by ΨG(A)=A∪φG(A) for A∈P(X)) is a Kuratowski closure operator.
Hence, induces a topology τG on X, strictly finer than τ , in general. Thus,
a subset A of X is τG-closed (resp., τG-dense in itself) if ΨG(A)=A or equiva-
lently if ΦG(A)⊆A (resp., A⊆ ΦG(A))[4].

In a topological space (X, τ), τ δ is the collection of all δ-sets A where
Int ClA⊆Cl IntA; Int and Cl denote interior and closure with respect to the
topology τ . This collection does not form a topology because arbitrary union
of δ-sets may not be a δ-set in general [1]. Furthermore, it is interesting that
the finite union (intersection) of δ-sets is again a δ-set [5]. As τ⊆τ δ . Then,
intersection of an open set with a δ-set is a δ-set. [5] has also shown that the
complement of δ-set is a δ-set, but closure of this set is meaningful and its
definition is

Definition 2.4 Let A be a subset of a topological space (X,τ). The δ-closure
of A is denoted as δ-ClA and defined as intersection of all δ-sets containing A
[5].

As a consequence of this definition, δ-ClA consists of all point x such that
every δ-set containing x intersects A. In this context δ-ClA may not be a δ-set
in general but δ-clA=A, if A∈τ δ.
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3 Grill Delta Space

In this section, we will introduce Grill Delta Space (X, τ δ, G) by replacing
τ by τ δ of a grill topological space (X, τ , G). We will introduce the operators
ΦδG , ΨδG and discuss various properties of these operator.

Definition 3.1 Let (X, τ δ, G) be a grill delta space. We define a mapping
ΦδG : P(X) −→ P(X), denoted by ΦδG(A, τ δ) (for A∈P(X)) or ΦδG(A), called
the operator associated with the grill G and τ δ, and is defined by ΦδG(A)=
{x∈X: U∩A∈G ∀ δ-set U containing x}.

In the next theorems, we discuss some of the properties of the ΦδG-operator.

Theorem 3.2 Let (X, τ δ) be delta space and let G and H be two grills on
X. For a subset A of X, the following statements are hold:
(i) G⊂H =⇒ ΦδG(A)⊆ ΦδH(A).
(ii) Φδ(G∪H)(A)= ΦδG(A)∪ΦδH(A).

Proof (i) Let x∈ΦδG(A). Then, (U∩A)∈G, for every δ-set U containing x. By
hypothesis G⊂H, we get (U∩A)∈H, so x∈ΦδH(A). Hence, ΦδG(A)⊆ΦδH(A).
(ii) The inclusion ΦδG(A)∪ΦδH(A)⊆Φδ(G∪H)(A) follows directly. Let x/∈ΦδG(A)∪ΦδH(A).
Then, x/∈ΦδG(A) and x/∈ΦδH(A). Hence, there are δ-sets U1, U2 containing x
such that (U1∩A)/∈G and (U2∩A)/∈H. Let U=U1∩U2 δ-set containing x s.t.
(U∩A)/∈G and (U∩A)/∈H. This follows that (U∩A)/∈G∪H and so x/∈Φδ(G∪H)(A)
i.e., Φδ(G∪H)(A)⊆ΦδG(A)∪ΦδH(A).

Theorem 3.3 Let (X, τ δ, G) be a grill delta space. Then, for any A,B⊆X
the following hold:
(i) ΦδG(A)⊆ΦδG(B), if A⊆B.
(ii) ΦδG(A∪B)=ΦδG(A)∪ΦδG(B).
(iii) ΦδG(A∩B)⊆ ΦδG(A)∩ΦδG(B).
(iv) ΦδG(A)⊆ΦG(A).
(v) ΦδG(A)⊆δ-Cl(A)⊆Cl(A).
(vi) ΦδG(A)=∅, if A/∈G.
(vii) ΦδG(A) - ΦδG(B)⊆ΦδG(A - B).
(viii) ΦδG(A∪B)=ΦδG(A)=ΦδG(A - B), if B/∈G.
(ix) ΦδG(A)=ΦδG(B), if (A - B)∪(B - A)/∈G.

Proof (i) Obvious.
(ii) In view of (i) it suffices to show that ΦδG(A∪B)⊆ΦδG(A)∪ΦδG(B). Sup-
pose x/∈ΦδG(A)∪ΦδG(B). Then, there are δ-sets U1, U2 containing x such that
A∩U1 /∈G, B∩U2 /∈G. Hence, (A∩U1)∪(B∩U2)/∈G. Now (U1∩U2) is δ-set con-
taining x and (A∪B)∩(U1∩U2)/∈G, Hence, x/∈ΦδG(A∪B). So ΦδG(A∪B)⊆ΦδG(A)∪ΦδG(B).
Consequently, ΦδG(A∪B)= ΦδG(A)∪ΦδG(B).
(iii) It is obvious in view of (i).
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(iv) x/∈ΦG(A). Then, there is an open nbd. U containing x such that A∩U/∈G.
Since τ⊆τ δ . Then, U is δ-set containing x and A∩U/∈G. Hence, x/∈ΦδG(A) and
so ΦδG(A)⊆ΦG(A).
(v) x∈ΦδG(A). Then, ∀ δ-set U containing x; A∩U∈G. Since φ/∈G. Then,
U∩A�=∅ and so x∈δ-Cl(A). Thus, ΦδG(A)⊆δ-Cl(A). Moreover, since τ⊆τ δ.
Then, δ-Cl(A)⊆Cl(A).
(vi) Obvious from the definition of the operator ΦδG .
(vii) Let A and B be subsets of X and A=(A - B)∪(A∩B). Then, (ii) implies
that, ΦδG(A)=ΦδG(A - B)∪ΦδG(A∩B), also (iii) implies that ΦδG(A∩B)⊆ΦδG(B).
Consequently, ΦδG(A) - ΦδG(B)=ΦδG(A - B) - ΦδG(B)⊆ΦδG(A - B).
(viii) Let B/∈G. In view of (ii), (vi) and (vii) we have ΦδG(A∪B)=ΦδG(A)=ΦδG(A
- B).
(ix) Let E=(A - B)∪(B - A)/∈G. Then, A =(E - B)∪(B - E). By using (ii)
and (vii), ΦδG(A)=ΦδG(E - B)∪ΦδG(B - E) which implies ΦδG(A)=ΦδG(E -
B)∪ΦδG(B)=ΦδG(B∪E)=ΦδG(B).

The following example is to prove the opposite of (iii) of Theorem 3.3.
does not satisfied.

Example 3.4 Let X={a, b, c, d}, and τ={φ, X, {a}, {d}, {a, d}, {b, c},
{a, b, c}, {b, c, d}}, G=[X] i.e., principal grill generated by X. Take A={b,
d}, B={c, d}. Then, ΦδG(A)=ΦδG(B)={b, c, d} and ΦδG(A∩B)={d}.

The following corollary follows directly from (iv), (vi) and (vii) of Theorem
3.3.

Corollary 3.5 Let (X, τ δ, G) be a grill delta space and A⊆X. Then,
(i) ∅/∈G =⇒ ΦδG(∅)=∅.
(ii) ΦδG(A) - ΦδGΦδG(A)⊆ΦδG(A - ΦδG(A)).
(iii) ΦG(ΦδG(A))⊆ΦG(A), ΦδG(ΦG(A))⊆ΦG(A) and ΦδG(ΦδG(A))⊆ΦG(A).
(iv) ΦδG(A) - ΦδG(B)=ΦδG(A - B)- ΦδG(B).
(v) A∩ ΦδG(X)=∅, for every δ-set A and A/∈G.

Lemma 3.6 Let (X, τ δ, G) be a grill delta space and A⊆X be δ-set. Then,
ΦδG(A)⊆A.

Proof Let x/∈A, A be δ-set. Then, (X - A) is a δ-set containing x and (X -
A)∩A=φ/∈G. Consequently, x/∈ΦδG(A) and so ΦδG(A)⊆A.

Theorem 3.7 Let (X, τ δ, G) be a grill delta space and A be a δ-set. Then
ΦδGΦδG(A)⊆ΦδG(A).

Proof Let x/∈ΦδG(A). Then, ∃δ-set U containing x s.t. (U∩A)/∈G. In view of
Lemma 3.6. Hence, ∃δ-set U containing x s.t. (U∩ΦδG(A))/∈G. Consequently,
x/∈ΦδGΦδG(A) and so ΦδGΦδG(A)⊆ΦδG(A).
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Theorem 3.8 Let (X, τ δ, G) be a grill delta space and A⊆X. If U is a
δ(resp., open)-set containing x. Then, U∩ΦδG(A)=U∩ΦδG(U∩A).

Proof In view of (a) of Theorem 3.3. and U∩A⊆A. Then, ΦδG(U∩A)⊆ΦδG(A)
and so U∩ΦδG(U∩A)⊆U∩ΦδG(A). Let x/∈ΦδG(U∩A) and U is a δ(resp., open)-
set containing x. Then, ∃δ(resp., open)-set V containing x s.t. (V∩U∩A)/∈G.
Then, W=(V∩U) is a δ(resp., open)-set containing x and (W∩A)/∈G. Conse-
quently, x/∈ΦδG(A) and so U∩ΦδG(A)⊆U∩ΦδG(U∩A). Then, U∩ΦδG(A)=U∩ΦδG(U∩A).

Lemma 3.9 Let τ δ
1 , τ

δ
2 be two collections of all δ-sets on X generated by

τ1, τ2 respectively with τ δ
1⊆τ δ

2 . Then, for any grill G on X and any subset A of
X, ΦδG(A,τ δ

2 )⊆ΦδG(A,τ δ
1 ).

Proof Obvious.

Theorem 3.10 Let (X, τ δ, G) be a grill delta space. Then, a map ΨδG:P(X)−→P(X)
is given by ΨδG(A)=A∪ΦδG(A), satisfies Kuratowski closure axioms ∀δ-set A.

Proof (i) In view of Corollary 3.5. ΨδG(φ)=φ.

(ii) It is obvious A⊆ΨδG(A), ∀ A∈P(X).

(iii) In view of (ii) of Theorem 3.3. we have ΨδG(A∪B)=ΨδG(A)∪ΨδG(B),
∀A,B∈P(X).

(iv) Let A be a δ-set. In view of Theorems 3.3. and 3.7., ΨδG(ΨδG(A))=ΨδG(A∪ΦδG(A))
=A∪ΦδG(A)∪ΦδG(A∪ΦδG(A))= A∪ΦδG(A)∪ΦδG(ΦδG(A))=A∪ΦδG(A) =ΨδG(A).

Corollary 3.11 Let (X, τ δ, G) be a grill delta space. ∀ A∈P(X), then
(i) ΨδG(ΨδG(A))⊆ΨG(A).
(ii) ΨδG(A)⊆ΨG(A).

Proof Obvious.

Definition 3.12 For a grill delta space (X, τ δ, G), there exists a unique
topology τ δ

G on X given by τ δ
G={A⊆X: Ψ(X - A)=X - A}, for any A⊆X and

ΨδG(A)=τ δ
G-ClA. Moreover, ψδG(A)⊆δ-Cl(A).

Now, we will deal with certain properties concerning the topology τ δ
G .

Theorem 3.13 For a grill delta space (X, τ δ, G). Then, τG⊆τ δ
G and τ δ⊆τ δ

G.

Proof Let A be τG-closed. Then, A=ΨG(A)=A∪ΦG(A) i.e., ΦG(A)⊆A. By us-
ing (iv) of Theorem 3.3., we get ΦδG(A)⊆ΦG(A)⊆A and so A=A∪ΦδG(A)=ΨδG(A).
Hence, A is τδG-closed and τG⊆τ δ

G . By using (v) of Theorem 3.3., we have
ΨδG(A)⊆δ-Cl(A). Hence, τ δ⊆τ δ

G .
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Corollary 3.14 Let (X, τ δ, G) be a grill delta space and A⊆X.
(i) If A is a δ-set, then A is τ δ

G-closed set.
(ii) If A/∈G, then A is τ δ

G-closed set.

Theorem 3.15 Let τ δ
1 , τ δ

2 be two collections of all δ-sets on X generated by
τ1, τ2 respectively with τ δ

1⊆τ δ
2 . Then, for any grill G on X and any subset A of

X, τ δ
1G⊆τ δ

2G.

Proof Since τ δ
1⊆τ δ

2 and by using Lemma 3.9. Then, ΨδG(A,τ δ
2 )⊆ΨδG(A,τ δ

1 ).
Hence τ δ

2G-ClA⊆τ δ
1G-ClA. Consequently, τ δ

1G⊆τ δ
2G .

Theorem 3.16 Let (X, τ δ) be a delta space and let G and H be two grills
on X with G⊂H. Then, τ δ

H⊆τ δ
G.

Proof Let A be τ δ
H-closed. Then, A=ΨδH(A)=A∪ΦδH(A) i.e., ΦδH(A)⊆A. By

using (i) of Theorem 3.2. ΦδG(A)⊆ΦδH(A)⊆A. Hence, A=ΨδG(A)=A∪ΦδG(A)
and so A is τ δ

G-closed.

Theorem 3.17 Let (X, τ δ, G) be a grill delta space. Then, β(τ δ, G)=
{(V - A): V∈τ δ and A/∈G} is a base for τ δ

G.

Proof Let U∈τ δ
G and x∈U. Then, (X - U) is τ δ

G-closed so that ΨδG(X - U)=
(X - U). Hence, ΦδG(X - U)⊆(X - U). Then, x/∈ΦδG(X - U) and so there exist
δ-set V and x∈V such that (X - U)∩V/∈G. Let A=(X - U)∩V. Then, x/∈A
and A/∈G. Thus, x∈(V - A)=V - ((X - U)∩V)= V - (X - U)⊆U, where (V -
A)∈β(τ δ, G). Now we prove that β(τ δ, G) is closed under finite intersections.
Let (V1 - A), (V2 -B)∈β(τ δ, G) i.e., V1, V2∈τ δ and A, B/∈G. Then, V1∩V2∈τ δ

and A∪B/∈G. Now, (V1 - A)∩(V2 - B)=(V1∩V2) - (A∪B)∈β(τ δ, G), proving
ultimately that β(τ δ, G) is a base for τ δ

G.

Theorem 3.18 Let (X, τ δ, G) be a grill delta space and A⊆X be a δ-set.
Then, ΦδG(A) is τ δ

G-closed.

Proof Let A⊆X be a δ-set and in view of Theorem 3.7. we have, ΨδG(ΦδG(A))=
ΦδG(A)∪ΦδG(ΦδG(A))=ΦδG(A). Then, ΦδG(A) is τ δ

G-closed.
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